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	Everyday Leadership: Getting Results in Business, Politics, and Life, 9780472069729 (0472069721), University of Michigan Press, 2007

	?A book that truly speaks to everyone. . . . Always practical, often inspiring, this is more a reference book than a self-improvement text, and a great read for any would-be leader.”

	?Roger Penske, owner of Penske Corporation and Penske Racing


	?Sound, practical advice driven home with real-world examples. . . . This is a must-read book for anyone who wants to make a positive difference in the lives of others in their community, their business, or their family.”

	?Dennis W. Archer, former mayor of Detroit


	?Everyday Leadership is a treasure chest of engaging stories, practical tips, and rich insights into how we each can make a difference in the world when we take responsibility for the personal power that we have. . . . once you’ve taken Everyday Leadership to heart you’ll leave this world a little bit better than you found it.”

	?Jim Kouzes, coauthor of The Leadership Challenge


	?Everyday Leadership taught me as much about how to be a better person as it did about being a better leader. In fact, it revealed how much the two are the same. Excellent and helpful reading for anyone.”

	?Marianne Williamson, author of Return to Love and Everyday Grace


	Everyday Leadership offers strategies to improve leadership skills, achieve results, and gain greater satisfaction in these hectic times. It speaks to the everyday leader, whether that person is a principal, pastor, parent, or CEO.


	Daniel Granholm Mulhern brings the art of management down to earth, presenting stories that illuminate some of the best ideas about real human leadership. He offers practical steps to achieve the goal of leading well in our lives through creating a vision, communicating that vision, and living it in simple yet powerful ways.


	Daniel Granholm Mulhern is the ?First Gentleman” of the State of Michigan and an accomplished consultant, business coach, and motivational speaker. In addition to the personal support and counsel he offers his wife, Governor Jennifer Mulhern Granholm, Dan contributes his professional expertise, spearheading the effort to make Michigan’s state government a model for the nation as a ?great place to do great work!” Dan also chairs the Michigan Community Service Commission, which promotes and coordinates volunteer efforts across the state.
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Understanding the LINUX Kernel: From I/O Ports to Process ManagementO'Reilly, 2000
Understanding the Linux Kernel helps readers understand how Linux performs best and how
it meets the challenge of different environments. The authors introduce each topic by
explaining its importance, and show how kernel operations relate to the utilities that are
familiar to Unix programmers and users.

The idea was to...

		

3ds Max 2009 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds Max available, this book is everyone's favorite. Whether you're a beginner looking for 3D basics or a full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials...

		

Oracle APEX 4.2 ReportingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build complex reporting solutions using Oracle APEX


	Overview

	
		Provides an introduction to the APEX architecture and is a step-by-step guide to setting up the APEX environment on Weblogic
	
		Integrations of the reports with the most popular reporting technologies and generation of...






	

The Architecture Of Open Source ApplicationsLulu.com, 2012


	Carpentry is an exacting craft, and people can spend their entire lives learning how to do it well.

	But carpentry is not architecture: if we step back from pitch boards and miter joints, buildings as a

	whole must be designed, and doing that is as much an art as it is a craft or science.





	Programming is also an exacting...

		

Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 8 TabletsVisual, 2012

	A visual guide to all the features of the new Windows 8 Tablet


	This must-have resource features visually rich, step-by-step instructions that show you how to get the most enjoyment from your Windows 8 tablet. Learn about the exciting new Metro UI, optimized specifically for touch devices. The most popular and commonly used...


		

The Neuroscience of Clinical Psychiatry: The Pathophysiology of Behavior and Mental IllnessLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Bringing the latest breakthroughs in neuroscience to the clinician, this text provides resident and practicing psychiatrists with a comprehensive, clinically relevant overview of the brain mechanisms underlying behavior and mental illness. The book presents an integrated perspective on the structures and workings of the brain, the...
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